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Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Russia, is the most famous engineering school in Russia with about two century’s 
history. Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) is a research sub-entity of Bauman University. The laboratory was founded 20 years 

ago with aim to transfer the military scientific achievements to civilian applications. RSLab has successful experience in promotion of 
own designed technologies. The RSLab team has developed the subsurface holographic RASCAN radar intended for the sounding of 
building assemblies. For the design of the RASCAN radar, the RSLab’s staff was awarded the Russian Government Prize in the area 
of science and technology. The RASCAN radar is produced in lots at present and available for purchase by both Russian and foreign 

customers. The experience gained by designing, serial manufacturing, and promoting holographic radar RASCAN onto the market 
will be used in the proposed SfP project. A member of Russian team, Mrs. L. Anishchenko has received a gold medal 

of Russian Academy of Science in 2009 for investigations in bio-radiolocation technology.



BioBio--radiolocationradiolocation
BioradiolocationBioradiolocation is the method for detection and diagnostic monitoring of humansis the method for detection and diagnostic monitoring of humans, , 
even behind opaqueeven behind opaque obstacles, by means of radar. obstacles, by means of radar. 

This technique is based on the reflected radar signal modulationThis technique is based on the reflected radar signal modulation caused by caused by 
movements of the human skin and internal organs due to respiratimovements of the human skin and internal organs due to respiration and heartbeat, on and heartbeat, 
or movements of the other parts of the body. or movements of the other parts of the body. 

The modulation is caused by:The modulation is caused by:


 

cardiac beat (frequency band between 0.8 and 2.5 Hz, the chest mcardiac beat (frequency band between 0.8 and 2.5 Hz, the chest movement ovement 
amplitude is 1amplitude is 1--3 mm);3 mm);



 

movements of the thorax during breathing (frequency band betweenmovements of the thorax during breathing (frequency band between 0.2 and 0.2 and 
0.5 Hz, the chest movement amplitude, depending on the type of b0.5 Hz, the chest movement amplitude, depending on the type of breathing, reathing, 
ranges between 0.5 and 1.5 cm);ranges between 0.5 and 1.5 cm);



 

articulation or movement of the vocal apparatus (lips, tongue, larticulation or movement of the vocal apparatus (lips, tongue, larynx);arynx);


 

movements of other parts of the body.movements of other parts of the body.

Recording of breathing and heartbeat
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PossiblePossible applicationsapplications ofof biobioradarradar


 

AAntiterroristntiterrorist operationsoperations -- ddetectionetection ofof peoplepeople and and details of details of 
their movements their movements insideinside ofof buildingsbuildings or under foliageor under foliage



 

RemoteRemote estimation of estimation of psychopsycho--emotional stateemotional state of the of the 
examinee (e.g. remote diagnostics of people in a waiting examinee (e.g. remote diagnostics of people in a waiting 
areas or security checkpoints of airports to identify possible areas or security checkpoints of airports to identify possible 
subjects for closer examination).subjects for closer examination).



 

Subsurface Electronic FenceSubsurface Electronic Fence (border guard, prison guard, (border guard, prison guard, 
protection of important military bases, protection of most protection of important military bases, protection of most 
important public and government objects)important public and government objects)



 

Screening of shipping containersScreening of shipping containers –– detection of persons detection of persons  
illegally crossing the borderillegally crossing the border



 

SomnologySomnology –– sleep disturbance diagnosis with the detection sleep disturbance diagnosis with the detection 
of apnea, motion and breathing activityof apnea, motion and breathing activity



 

Space medicineSpace medicine --monitoring of astronauts movements inside monitoring of astronauts movements inside 
and outside of spacecraft, and remote monitoring of their and outside of spacecraft, and remote monitoring of their 
healthhealth



 

Contactless measurement ofContactless measurement of parameters of heartbeat and parameters of heartbeat and 
breathbreath for patients, when the contact sensor for some reasons for patients, when the contact sensor for some reasons 
cannot be used (for burn centers, intensive care, incubators)cannot be used (for burn centers, intensive care, incubators)

Space medicine and sleeping diagnostics

Security applications



Microwave holography of subsurface objectsMicrowave holography of subsurface objects
Subsurface imagingSubsurface imaging

Mapping of heating pipes under the floor in 1,6 Mapping of heating pipes under the floor in 1,6 –– 2,0 GHz2,0 GHz

2 GHz2 GHz 4 or 7 GHz4 or 7 GHz 15 GHz, prototype15 GHz, prototype

Radar sensors (not in proportion)Radar sensors (not in proportion)

Inspection of composite materialsInspection of composite materials

11 –– void in glue layervoid in glue layer
22 –– drop of water under tile drop of water under tile 

Detection of buried objectsDetection of buried objects

2 
m

2 
m

9 m9 m

Power cablesPower cables Metal meshMetal meshHeating pipesHeating pipes

Inspection of Space Shuttle heat Inspection of Space Shuttle heat 
protection tiles at 4 GHz. This is an protection tiles at 4 GHz. This is an 

joint work with NASA JPLjoint work with NASA JPL

Detection of Detection of 
buried mines buried mines 

at 2 GHzat 2 GHz



Body imaging scannerBody imaging scanner

Reconstructed image atReconstructed image at 
14,3 GHz14,3 GHz

Microwave holography of hidden objectsMicrowave holography of hidden objects 
on manon man’’s bodys body

Experimental installation and Experimental installation and 
mannequin with a pistolmannequin with a pistol

3D model of human3D model of human

Calculated Calculated 
microwave microwave 
hologramhologram

Reconstructed Reconstructed 
imageimage

Experimental microwave Experimental microwave 
hologramhologram



The persons involved in the mobilityThe persons involved in the mobility

1.1. Sergey IvashovSergey Ivashov, PhD, head , PhD, head ofof RemoteRemote SensingSensing LaboratoryLaboratory, , 
sivashov@rslab.rusivashov@rslab.ru, , Skype: Skype: sergey.ivashov.rslabsergey.ivashov.rslab

2.2. Igor VasilievIgor Vasiliev, PhD, designing of electronic devices, PhD, designing of electronic devices

3.3. Lesya AnishchenkoLesya Anishchenko, PhD, bio, PhD, bio--radiolocation experiments and radiolocation experiments and 
softwaresoftware

4.4. Andrey ZhuravlevAndrey Zhuravlev, PhD, algorithms and software of holographic , PhD, algorithms and software of holographic 
(subsurface) radar and bio(subsurface) radar and bio--radarradar

5.5. Vladimir RazevigVladimir Razevig, algorithms and software of holographic , algorithms and software of holographic 
(subsurface) radar(subsurface) radar

6.6. Maxim AlekhinMaxim Alekhin, a student, bio, a student, bio--radiolocation experimentsradiolocation experiments
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